RID: 44th Session of the Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods
(Zagreb, 19 – 23 November 2007)

Subject: 4.1.6 – Special packing provisions for Class 2; EN ISO standards

Proposal transmitted by the United Kingdom

Introduction

ISO has withdrawn standard 10297:1999 because it has been replaced by ISO 10297:2006 Trans-
portable gas cylinders - Cylinder valves: Specification and type testing. This new ISO standard is
identical to the CEN standard.

Corrigendum 1 for the English edition of RID 2007 accordingly amends the reference to ISO 10297
in the table at 4.1.6.14 against the entry for valves with inherent protection. This anticipates the
updating of references to standard 10297 in the 15th Revision of the UN Model Regulations.

A reference to ISO 10297:1999 still however appears in the table at 6.2.5.4. This should also be
amended.

In the 2007 editions of the regulations the table in sub-section 4.1.6.14 is preceded by the following
text:

“For UN pressure receptacles, the ISO standards listed below shall be applied. For other pressure
receptacles, the requirements of section 4.1.6 are considered to have been complied with if the
following standards, as relevant, are applied:“

This is drafted to convey the mandatory use of standards for UN pressure receptacles and the cur-
rent voluntary use of standards for other pressure receptacles. In 2009 use of standards will be
mandatory in Chapters 6.2 and 6.8.
Proposal

1. Issue a corrigendum to RID 2007 for the table in 6.2.5.4 to replace the reference to ISO standard 10297:1999 with ISO standard 10297:2006 Transportable gas cylinders – Cylinder valves: Specification and type testing.

2. Amend the text of the paragraph preceding 4.1.6.14 for RID 2009 to take account of the mandatory use of standards, as follows:

“For UN pressure receptacles, the ISO standards listed below shall be applied. For other pressure receptacles, the requirements of section 4.1.6 are considered to have been complied with if the following standards, as relevant, are applied:

Justification

RID should reference current, and not obsolete, standards. The 2009 text should leave no doubt that the use of standards will be mandatory.

Safety

The new standard sets a higher level of safety and should be correctly referenced.

Feasibility

No difficulty.

Enforceability

It is true to say that some valves in circulation will not meet the more stringent requirements of the new valve impact test in the EN ISO standard, but their use will in any case still be permitted by RID under the transition provision in 1.6.2.5. This provision does not exist in respect of the other modes, which could potentially lead to some infringements of the law. Such an infringement would be very difficult to detect. In practice, however, valve caps or guards are almost always fitted to cylinders in sea and air modes.